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Joshua Lederberg’s paper on The Gene
by Hermann J. Muller (1947)] illustrates
through citation data the great impact this
seminal work has had on the field of genetics. Lederberg shared the 1958 Nobel Prize
in physiology or medicine. His work on genetic recombination in bacteria is a eomerstone of modem molecular biology.
Led@erg is a fkequentuser of the Science
Cimtion hr&.# (SCZ&Jhaving served on its
editorial board since its inception. Long-time
readers of Current Corzren@’ will recall he
has been a mentor, advisor, and friend over
the years. His involvement with the Genetics Citation Ina%xm,=which led to the launch
of the SC1,3 is well known. His range of
interests is extraordinary,4 extending from
artificial intelligence to space exploration to
biotechnology. He is now president emeritus of Rockefeller University where he heads
a small research group invoived in molecular genetics and informatics. His PhD in microbiology was earned at Yale University.
Mendel’s Laws of Inheritance
The science of geneties,of course, began in
1865. Chegor Mendei. an Augustinian mo~
publiskd his studies on the laws of inheritance.He pmtuhed thal’’elements:’now called
genes,governthe inheritanceof physicaltraits?
Mendel’s work wasgenerally rejected during his lifetime. However, his ideas became
the subject of new mseareh at the bqjnning of
this century. It was not until 1944 though that
researchers discovered genes were made of
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). Thus, we will
see that there is a connection between
I-e&berg’s work and that of Muller, who mreceived
his Nobel Prize in 1946.
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Joshua Lederberg
In 1944,I-e&berg served as a reaeareh as-

sistant at Yale in the deparbnent of micmbi
ology under Edward L. Tamnk who along
with a colleagueat StanfordUniversity,George
W. Beadle, did pioneering work in biochemical genetic=
study of processes involved
in the translation of genetic cork to physical
charaeteristics$ (p. 611) Tatum and Beadle
proved that genes, or DNA direct the productionof proteins necessary for a variety of
chemieal reactions, thus controlling the bio
chemieal processes of the cell. Their work
owed a debt to Muller’s pioneairrg studies in
the 1920s, which established that x-Kiys produced genetic mutations in the fruit fly
Drosophila. Tatum and Beadle subsequently
produced mutations in a fimgus.
Leder&rg shared the 1958 Nobel award
with Tatum and Beadle, who wem recognized
for their work on the role of genes in specific chemical events.
)

o become the mother of the American chess
mdigy Bobby Fischer.
Scientifically, Muller theorized that natu“almutations were not advantageous for the
;urvival of species. Working with self-bred
itccks of Drosophila, he marked chromosomes with distinctive genetic variants for
Identification. In theory, a marked chromosome in which harmful mutation occurred
would disappear from the stock. The ti~uency of such disappearances thus would
;erve as a measure of mutation rates. In
1920, Muller, along with colleague Edgar
Altenburg at Columbia, made the first measurements of mutation rates.
But the turning point in Muller’s research
arne in 1926. He discovered that X-rays
sould increase the mutation rate of his
marked Drosophila stock to levels hundreds
Df thousands of times higher than normal.
The discovery that the material of heredity
snd evolution could be altered in the laboratory created a sensation. Thus, after reporting his findings in Science in 1927,10Muller
found himself famous.
Over the years, he has become a citation
superstar. From 1945 through 1990 alone,
his works were cited in more than 6,0W
papers. His most-cited paper was the 1927
article in Science mentioned atmve and entitled “Artificial transmutation of the gene.”
Ithas collected more than 284 citations since
1945. His next most-cited paper, with 279,
is “Our load of mutations,” which appeared
in 1950 in the American Journal of Human

The paper by Lederberg that follows then
is a reflection, a “retrospective” if you will,
on what has been learned in genetics since
MuHer pubfished ‘The Gene” in 1947. It
particularly examines our understanding of
the function of chromosomes and mutation.
Mtdler’s Lie a Series of Mutations
But, kefore we begin this reading, let’s
look a little closer at Muller. He has been
described by one of his students, James F.
Crow, as the “idea man of the ftrst halfcentury of genetics.” He also thought him
“often petty, touchy, and argumentative.’”
Nonetheless, Mulhx had a deep concern for
individuals and urged that drug addiction
be treated as a sickness, not a crime. He
also was a forceful advwate of birth control. In 1963, he was named Humanist of
the Yem.
Muller’s fretful life included a flirtation
with communism, service with the InternationalBrigade during the Spanish Civil War,
and a controversial involvement with the
American eugenics movement. In the latter
instance, he worked for a program called
“gefin~
choice” in which the semen of
outstanding men would be frozen for later
use in the propagation of healthy and intelligent future generations.s
MuUer,who grew up in the Bronx in New
York City, received his graduate degrees
from Columbia University, where he WaS
profoundly influenced by E.B. Wilson.8
(p. 172) His life was a series of nomadic
mutations. He conducted research at various institutions in Texas, New York, Massachusetts, and Indiana. In 1932, stressed
from overwork and facing financial and
marital problems, he attempted suicide. After recovery from severe depression, he
moved to genetics institutes in Berlin and
then Leningrad and Moscow.
After his Intemationaf Brigade experience,
which allowed him to leave Russia after
running afoul of Trofim Lysenko’s
Lamarckian genetic views,g he attained a
position at the University of Edinburgh,
where he married for a second time. One
interesting aside: Muller’s secretary in Berlin and later in Russia, Regina Fischer, was

Genetics. 11

Crow also says of Muller that his “great
strength was seeing far beyond the immediate consequences of any experiment or observation. No one equalkxf him in seeing
connections between seemingly unrelated
facts.’” Lederberg’s ruticle provides a unique
historical perspective on Muller’s classical
work. The text of Lederberg’s article from
Generics, the journaf of the Genetics Society of America, is preceded below by a
preface that he wrote for Current Contents.
*****
My thanks to Paul R. Ryan for his help
in preparing this introduction.
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Preface
Hermann J. Muller (1890- 1967) was one
of the founders of 20th Century genetics.
Apprenticed in T.H. Morgan’s group at Columbia that initiated the use of fruitflies
(Drosophila) for genetic research early in
the century, Muller struggled to achieve art
independent identity. This culminated in his
discovery (1927) that gene mutations could
be induced by ionizing radiation-a discovery that had enormous portent for genetics, and eventually equally for nuclear
and environmental politics. 1 This earned
him a Nobel Prize, in 1946, the fist to be
awarded in genetics since Morgan’s in
1933. (From 1958 onward a year has hardly
gone by when genetics was not on that center stage.)
Although Muller is best known for his
research on mutation, he was the most
imaginative of his contemporaries in trying to integrate genetics with physiology
and development on the one side, and with
social problems on the other. His scientific
life has been portrayed in depth by Carlson.2
In 1947, he published a remarkable review, “The Gene”3 which is an exceiient

snapshot of the most advanced genetic
thinking at the very dawn of experimental
molecular genetics. I still vividly recall my
own reading of his paper, and many discussions with him on the diverse themes he
anrdyzed. With the help of the Science Citation Indfl, I have also been able to document something of the impact his writing
had: the list of titers includes the most illustrious of the geneticists of the “classical
era,” and many of those who worked the
transition to a molecular analysis.
Professor James F. Crow of the University of Wisconsin also knew Muller well,
and shared my recollections of this seminal paper. He is also an edhor of the “Perspectives” section of Genetics, the journal
of the Genetics Society of America. I felt
privileged that he asked me to write this
retrospection. Having received a great many
reprint requests ‘round the world, which I
am sure were stimulated by Current Contentss, I am also grateful to Dr. Eugene
Gartield for suggesting to reprint it here.
Joshua Lederberg

1, Letferberg J. The gene (H.J. Muller 1947). Generics 129313-6, 1991.
2, Cdaon E A. Genes, Radiation, and Society. 77rel$e and work of H.J, MuUer. Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University press, 1981.
3. MuUer H J. The gene. (Pilgrim Tmst Lecture before the Royal Sneiety of Imndon, given Nov. 1, 1945.)
Proc, Roy, Sot. London B 1341-37, 1947.
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The Gene (H. J. MuUer 1947)
Joshua Lederberg
Rockefeller University
New York, New York 10021
“The Gene” was H.J. Muller’s Pilgrim
Trust lecture, delivered before the Royal
Smiety of London on November 1, 1945.
World War 11 was barely over, but sea
travel was stall hazardous. A storm had dislodged a number of floating mines, and the
transit to port of SS Queen Maty was something of an adventure (Carlson 1981). Published in 1947, “The Gene” is the finest
exposition of the state of development of
genetics at the very dawn of its turning
molecular in the decade spanned by Avery,
MacLeod and McCarty ( 1944) and Watson
and Crick (1953). The explosive transition
was of course closely linked to contemporaneous history: the burgeoning commitment to scientific research, now strongly
supported by government in a style inherited from wartime experience. I will be reviewing this paper in a retrospective mood:
“now” (as opposed to “today”) will mean
1945. The contrast of 1945 with 1991 gives
us a chance to reflect how much we have
learned in 46 years, and how much was
anticipated. It is especially instructive to
reread this work in company with Dubos’s
Cell ( 1945), a noted
The Bacterial
microbiologist’s synthesis that rdmost converges with “The Gene.”
Muller’s leading argument is whether
there is “even such a thing as genetic material at all, as distinct from other constituents of living matter.” He responds that the
simplest observation of the developmental
life cycle points to some conserved invariant that persists from fertilization, through
embryonic development and the formation
of gametes, returning to the fertilized egg.
This is then complicated by the requirement for accurate duplication of that invariant, whatever it may be, under its own
influence. Discrete mutations are then further evidence of correspondingly discrete

particles as the material basis of inheritance. However, the knowledge of chromosomes now enables an appeal to much more
direct pragmatic evidence, if not yet of the
material composition of the gene, at least of
its cytological location. Most of the genetic
research during 1900-1945 was indeed devoted to chromosome mechanics; today we
view Mendelian ratios less as a fundamental
law of biology than of the idiosyncrasies of
chromosome partition in material carefully
chosen for the avoidance of particularities
like meiotic drive, nondisjunction, gene conversion or paternal imprinting.
MuUerturns to the chemical compositionof
chmmomes as pdomimmtly “nuckpmteim
a compund of protein with nucleic acid [as]
was shown in analysesof sperm chromosomes
by Miescher, 1897.”The referenceis to a mmpilation of Miescher”s work for the previous
30 years. Muller remarks that “only recently
has it become reasonably cetmm+hmugh the
analogous finding in Vimse+4 at it is redly
this major cmnponentrather than sorm elusive
accompaniment of it which constitutes the genetic material itself” Protein, rather than me
notonotrsnucleic acid is presumably the information-beare~ however, “mrcleic acid also
exists in highly polymerized form...as may be
very significant.”
Much of Mtdk?r’s OWlt research bad concerned mutagenesis,including that induced by
X-mys.AgairLthe gene is a particlewith higldy
circumscribedlwality. Mutation can alter one
allele and leave its homologous partner “lying
&t a fraction of a micron away...undistmbed-”
“Bbdrtess and molar indeteminq”
characterize mutation.How this can lead to constNctive evolution is usually through the action of
natural selection on ensembles of mutations
each with small effex%and therefore unlikely
to be disastrous.Muller reaches had to extract
)

useful hints on the chemistry of tlw gene from
X-ray mutagenesis. At kast it is internally
nonnqxxitiveor “aperiodic” (per Schrtidingeq
but most molecules am), on the feeble argument that mutation is a discrete eveng not a
protracted instabilityrhat might speak for continued internalreshuffling.
News ofchernical mutagemsk wasjust trickling in, especially of the war gas, mustard
(AuerbaclLRobsonandC!am1947).l%ese srudies wem inspired by hilarities between mustard gas burns and radiation damage. MuUer
was aware of the mustard gas work at the time
of his lectute,but militaryrestrictionsplevented
his mentioning it (Crew 1990). MuUer also
recited more dubious claims @m Cakech of
antibody-induced mutations in Neurospora
@merson 1944) which together with I%udirtg
and Campbell’s(1942)Ckdtmfor antibodysynthesis by protein folding h vitro, have been
consigned to oblivion. Alkylation mutagenesis remains a lively research topic today
and, indeed, ‘T’hese...experiments constitute
the first decided break in the impasse that
had developed in studies directed toward
the chemistry of the mutation process.”
Nevertheless, genetic chemis~ has contributed more to the rather intricate and still
problematical mechanism of mutagenesis
than the converse (Drake 1989).
Historically, the validation of chemical
mutagenesis seems iong overdue, considering that almost every molecule is suspect
today. This can be attributed in part to the
tediousness of methods, requiring elaborate
statistical validation, before bacterial systems were developed. Furthermore, few of
Muller’s contemporaries were intellectually
positioned to be able to marry concepts from
genetics and chemistry; Muller was by no
means a sophisticated chemist, but used an
aggressive and insightful imagination in
borrowing from the insights of other disciplines.
The new horizon of chemical mutagenesis offered no obstacle as yet to the concept of evolutionary indeterminacy. Despite
effects on “the frequency of gene mutation \
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in general,...each individual mutation remains a chance and uncontrollable event,
from the macroscopic standpoint.” This has
remained genetic orthodoxy to the present
day, bolstered by revulsion about the criminalexcesses of the Lysenkoist counter-doctrine. It deserves reexamination in the light
of the intricacies of DNA conformation and
its secondary structure, wiich are indisputably coupled to regulated gene expression
(Davis 1989; Lederberg 1989). Muller’s
consideration of heterochromatin position
effect as a cis-acting influence of chromatin coiling on gene expression is a harbinger of today’s second look.
Despite the molar indetetinacy of evolution, and the disruptive “bad” consequence of most mutations, “the Maxwell
demon of natural selection...brings order
out of mutation’s chaos despite itself.”
Muller could not yet know of the plethora
of phenotypically silent mutations in DNA
which today support a much greater role of
mutation pressure and genetic drift in evolution (Kimura 1991).
Muller then turns to nonchromosomal
genes. Chloroplastsarethebestworkedout;

but animal cells can do without them. Uniparental inheritance constrains the diversification of chloroplast genomes, and their
limited content suggests they have a correspondingly small role in evolution. The
chloroplast probably “had a common ancestry with the chromosomal genes, dating
back to the period before the latter had become organized into typical nuclear chromosomes.” This conjecture was voiced on
the brink of a new and successful cycle of
evolutionary attribution of chloroplasts to
endosymbiotic cyanobacteria (Lederberg
1952; Margulis 1981). Lindegren and
Spiegelman’s yeast “cytogenes” are also
mentioned, but with cautious reservations
about the “links of the evidence” for the
reguliu production of self-reproducing replicas from a chromosomal gene. This caution was amply vindicated. However, proviruses, from lambda to HIV today, securely
occupy that niche. Some exceptional inWartceso
fgeneamplification
may follows
similar pattem(Starkei al. 1989).
For nonchromosomal genes in animal
cells, Muller attends to Darlington and
AItenburg’s spectdations about plasmagenes
andviroids. These had some support from
Sonnebom’s work on kappa in Paramecium,
and this is extensively discussed. But while
“The Gene” was in press, Sonnebom revised his prior formulation of a chromosomal origin of kappa, and Muller footnotes this. The polemics about such
particles being viruses, symbionts or genes
were the immediate stimulant for the
overarching concept of plasmids (Lederberg
1952), which has largely dissolved the
controversy.
Gene duplication within the chromosome
is uncontroversial. After subsequent divergent mutation, “the germ plasm becomes
not merely more compound but more complex and...the possibilities of organizational
complexity for the body in general should
rise also.”
Muller wa~ the first high peer in genetics to enunciate that “virus particles. ..whlch
24

fuifil the definition of genes in being selfdetermining in their reproduction and capable of transmitting their mutations, are
composed of...nothing but nucleoprotein.”
He finds appealing Delbrf,ick’s early ideas
(1941) about polypeptide template-directed
assembly “by means of a resonance...at pep
tide Iinks...followed up by a finishing Up
of the peptide connections, and associated
undoing of the” bonding of the old and
new chains. To be sure, there is no evidence that gene synthesis involves peptide
links; and protamines are too simple. However, some kind of steric complementarily
might pertain between basic proteins and
acid DNA. By 1953, Watson and Crick
would model DNA-DNA complementatity
as the core of modem molecular genetics.
In 1947, chromosome synapsis was a possible clue to recognitional mechanisms in
gene duplication, though Mtdler is quick to
emphasize that karyological synapsis involves forces over microscopically visible
distances. Especially perplexing (then and
twfay) is meiosis in Neurospora, where “the
chromosomes come into contact while still
in a condensed, closely coiled condition... ”
Muller’s response here is an invocation of
temporal vibrations, a premonition of holography, better left without further comment, though similw ideas still recur in neurobiologicaf speculation. Many aspects of
synapsis, and the example of Neurospora’s
ability to scan for duplicated segments
(Selker 1990), remain a challenging mystery today.
Akin to virus replication is pneumococcaI transformation. Muller’s endorsement
was an important testimonial for geneticists of that decade:
In my opinion, the most probable interpretation of these virus and Pneumococcus results then becomes that of actuat entrance
of the foreigngenetic material atready there,
by a process essentially of the type of crossing over, though on a more minute
scrde...that is, there were, in effect, still viable bacterial “chromosomes” or parts of
chromosomes floating free in the medium

used. T’fresemight, in my opinion, have
Wnetratedthe capsulelessbacteria and in

test on higher organisms. However, unlike
what has so far been possible in higher
organisms, viable chromosome threads
could also be obtained from these lower
forms for in vitro observation, chernicaf
arrafysis, and determination of the genetic
effects of treatment.

part at least taken root there, perhaps after
having undergone a kind of crossing over
with the chromosomesof the host. In view
of the transfer of only a part of the genetic
materiaf at a time, at least in the viruses, a
method appears to be provided whereby
the gene constitution of these forms can be
analyzed, much as in the cross-breeding

This emboldened me to posit a close analogy to the newly discovered phenomenon

Figure1.Science

Citation IndextoMuller( 1947) for the years 1947-1954 (reprintedfmm the.kience Citatiorr1nd6r@
with permission of the Institute for Scientific Inforsnation” (ISI”),Yopyright
1991 ). The
moat recent recorded citation is in Roberl H. Haynes’ (1989) presidential address to the International Conareaa
of Genetics.
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Muller was among the first to extrapolate from basic scientific knowledge of
genetic mutation and evolution to their
human implications. Mutational disorder
will eventually afflict the human genome
as a result of the blunting of natural seIection by culture; but this process will
take centuries and we have time to educate ourselves in countermeasures of genetic hygiene. His estimate of one lethal
equivalent as the genetic load of recessive mutation in the contemporary human
still stands.
Meanwhile, we should be cautious
about exposure to X-rays and to “special
chemicals.” It is curious that he makes no
reference here to nuclear explosions. Fallout was yet to enter the lexicon (after the
H-bomb tests), and even then Muller was
concerned that its effects might be exaggerated in contrast to other radiation hazards, and in ways that might erode nuclear
deterrence of Soviet aggression (Carlson
1981).
Horrified by the “terrible Nazi perversion
of genetics,” he believes that “any conscious
guidance over our own genetic processes”
be deferred for voluntary concern, tmderstrdng, and better developed social consciousness. Many psychological traits, in particular, are attributed to “training or by
largely unwitting conditioning.” But eventually social wisdom should allow “the selfreproduction of the gene and the self-reproduction of intelligence [to] reinforce one
another in an ascending curve.”
It will illustrate the impact of this article
to list the citations that appeared in 19471954 (Figure 1).

of genetic exchange in bacteria (Lederberg
1947). But he could not yet accept that
the transforming activity had been proven
to be pure DNA (contra “nucleoprotein”).
Phoebus Levene had laid the groundwork
of DNA chemical structure with the elucidation of the constituent deoxyribonucleotide
and their linkage
through
phosphotriester bonds. But the model closest to hand was that of a monotonous
tetranucleotide, which left little room for
genetic informational variety. MuIler left
several hints that larger polymers might
alter our perceptions, but he had no platform for more detailed chemical modeling or experiment.
How do genes work? Muller cautions
against too facile a depiction of the gene
or its primary product as an enzyme. I
translate his two arguments: that the
known primary gene product is another
gene, and this has properties not shared
by known enzymes; and that developmental pathways will almost always show
pleiotropic complications, viz., several
genes affecting one enzyme even if this is
not seen in initiaI surveys (“new methods
will be needed before the primary gene
products can be identified”). I shared this
skepticism about the ultimate rigor of the
“one-gene:one-enzyme” theory, to the irritation
of Beadle
and Horowitz
(Lederberg 1956). In retrospect, it was an
indispensable heuristic, and complications
like the intervention of mRNA, RNA
splicing and editing, and post-translational
modifications could be left for later historical superimposition on the initial skeleton of collinearity of DNA with protein.
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